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The Bible was translated into Mandarin Chinese during the late Qing
period. Zhou Zuo-ren(周作人), Yuan Jin(袁进)and others have noted its value,
but scholarly research emphasizes its contribution to cultural and literary
aspects. It also has great value for linguistic research, but it has yet to be
explored for this purpose.
The present study takes its starting place from yu(与) and related function
words. Examining The Mandarin Union Version and New Testament with other
contemporary vernacular works of literature, I analyze the use features of
yu(与 ) and related function words. Through this angle, I will demonstrate its
value of research on the Mandarin Bible Version to the study of linguistics.
This study is divided into four parts. Introduction is the first part, in which I
lay out the reasons for pursuing this study, the research circumstances, the
research target, the methodology and different standards.
The second part comprised of chapters two, three, and four, it is the main
body and focus. It investigates The Mandarin Bible Version and its use of
yu(与) and related function word. Chapter 2 analyzes the circumstances of the
use of the character, yu(与). It finds that the frequency of the use of yu(与) and
its concrete usage progressively decreases. Moreover, yu (与) often becomes
replaced by gei(给 ) and he(和 ) of spoken vernacular Chinese. Chapter 3
investigates the use of yu( 与 ) and related preposition words within two
Mandarin versions of the Bible. It discovers that these yu(与) and preposition
words exhibit extensive variation, and specifies its position. However, yu(与 )
occupies the greater proportion and has developed a special kind of influence,
which is also a factor in the transmission of the Mandarin versions. Chapter 4
concludes the examination of the usage of yu(与 )and related coordinating
conjunctions of two Mandarin versions of the Bible. It finds that he(和 )’s
frequency is the highest, followed by bing(并), tong(同), yu(与), lian(连), and
yiji(以及 ) with less frequent usage. The usage of yu(与 ) and other related
words in the two Mandarin versions of the Bible conforms to the corpus of















very close to the spoken vernacular of that time, that the Mandarin translations
esteem the vernacular, and that it has a high value for linguistic research.
Conclusion is the final part, in which I summary the language features
and research values of The Mandarin Bible Version.
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